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Databases and data warehouses have become a vital part of 
many organizations. So useful information and helpful 
knowledge have to be mined from transactions. In real life, 
media information has time attributes either implicitly or 
explicitly called as temporal data. This paper focuses on an 
encoding method for the temporal database that reduces the 
memory utilization during processing. The first approach 
involves temporal mining applying the conventional algorithms 
like Apriori, AprioriTid and AprioriHybrid to an encoded 
temporal database that has a better performance than that 
when applied over a static database. The second approach 
involves weighted temporal mining over an encoded temporal 
database consisting of items which are prioritized by assigning 
weights. These weights are given according to the importance 
of the item from the user’s perspective. A fuzzy mining 
approach involving AprioriTid for weighted association rule 
mining gives better results than quantitative values. Also a 
method for positive and negative temporal mining extends 
traditional associations to include association rules of forms 
A=> ¬B, ¬A => ¬B, A=> ¬B, which indicate negative 
associations between itemsets. The experimental results are 
drawn from the complaints database of the telecommunication 
system which presents the most feasible temporal mining 
method with reduced time and computational complexities. 
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1. Introduction 
 
    Data mining is the discovery of knowledge from databases. 
It discovers useful information from large collections of data 
[1].  
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The discovered knowledge can be rules describing properties 
of the data, frequently occurring patterns, clusterings of the 
objects in the database, etc. The amount of data stored in 
database is growing rapidly. Intuitively, these large amounts of 
stored data contain valuable hidden knowledge. Data mining 
especially association rule discovery tries to find interesting 
patterns from databases that represent the meaningful 
relationships between items in transactions. Because the 
amount of these transaction data can be very large, efficient 
algorithms needs to be designed for discovering useful 
information.  
    An association rule describes the associations among items 
in which the presence of some items implies the presence of 
some other items. In order to find association rules, all large 
itemsets from a large database of transactions must be 
discovered. A large itemset is a set of items which appear often 
enough within the given set of transactions. The frequent 
itemset and association rules mining problem has received a 
great deal of attention and many algorithms have been 
proposed to solve this problem. Discovering association rules 
in these algorithms are usually done in two phases. In the first 
phase, the frequent itemset are generated and in the second 
phase, the interesting rules are extracted from these frequent 
itemset. If the support and confidence of a rule is above the 
minimum threshold, the rule will be of interest. A famous 
algorithm, called Apriori, was proposed in [2], which generates 
(k+1)-candidates by joining frequent k-itemset. So all subsets 
of every itemset must be generated for finding superior 
frequent itemset, although many of them may be not useful for 
finding association rules because some of them have no 
interesting antecedent or consequent in the rules. This process 
takes a long time. And it also requires thousands of times of 
database scan. The complexity of the calculation increases 
exponentially. Additionally, the size of database is the main 
problem of this algorithm. Some modified algorithms of 
Apriori (AprioriTid and AprioriHybrid) were proposed to solve 
this problem but these algorithms also have the database size 
problem. A method to encoding the database and an algorithm, 
which is called anti-Apriori algorithm, was used. By this, only 
the frequent itemsets that are of interest and can be converted 
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into association rules are generated, so it has a lower 
complexity of time and space. At the meantime, the times of 
the database scan are also reduced.  

    In real life, media information has time attributes either 
implicitly or explicitly. This kind of media data is called 
temporal data. Temporal data exist extensively in economical, 
financial, communication, and other areas such as weather 
forecast. Unlike conventional data mining, temporal data 
mining has its exclusive characteristics. Temporal data mining 
can be classified into temporal schema and similarity. 
Temporal schema mining focuses on time-series schema 
mining, temporal causal relationship mining, and association 
rules mining. While similarity study is mainly concentrated on 
query algorithms, such as the design of similarity query 
algorithms and the development of similarity query language 
[3]. A temporal database consists of transactions of the form: 

 <TID, CID, I1…Im, ts, te > 

where  TID - Transaction ID 

CID - Customer ID 
I1…Im - items  
[ts, te] - the valid time range for   

               the transaction. 

    A temporal association rule is a binary form (AR, TimeExp), 
in which the left-hand side element “AR” is an association rule 
expressed as, 

XY, X  I, Y  I, X  Y =  

 
where “TimeExp” is a time expression [3].  

    This paper includes a method of encoding the temporal 
database. It also focuses on a collection of algorithms for an 
encoded temporal database with relatively better performance 
using a) the conventional approaches, b) weighted temporal 
mining, c) fuzzy mining using linguistic terms, d) positive and 
negative association rule mining which extends traditional 
associations to include association rules of forms A=> ¬B, ¬A 
=> ¬B, A=> ¬B, which indicate negative associations between 
itemsets. Large databases can be scaled with a pruning strategy 
and an interestingness measure [5].  

    The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section2 briefs 
about the research works in related areas. Section3 describes 
the interval based encoding method. Section4 gives the 
extension of the conventional methods to encoded temporal 
mining.Section5 gives the overview of weighted temporal 
mining. Section6 projects the application of fuzzy mining over 
an encoded temporal database. Section7 outlines positive and 
negative temporal mining. Section8 gives the performance 
evaluation of the various temporal mining methods. Finally, 
section9 gives the conclusion and the possible extensions that 

could be done over the current work to gain an increase in the 
efficiency. 
2. Foundation research works for temporal mining 

    Data mining process identifies the important associations 
among items. An association is said to be present among the 
items if the presence of some items also means the presence of 
some other items [5]. Several mining algorithms have been 
proposed to find the association rules from the transactions 
[5][6][7][8]. The large itemsets were identified to find the 
association rules. First, the itemsets which satisfy the 
predefined minimum support were identified and these were 
called the large itemsets. Then, the association rules were 
identified from these itemsets. The association rules which 
satisfy the predefined minimum confidence were the 
association rules produced as the output [6]. Also, in the 
Graph-Based approach for discovering various types of 
association rules based on large itemsets, the database was 
scanned once to construct an association graph and then the 
graph was traversed to generate all large itemsets [9]. This 
method avoids making multiple passes over the database. 

    In addition to the above mentioned method of association 
rule mining, which overlooks time components that are usually 
attached to transactions in databases, the concept of temporal 
mining was proposed giving importance to the time constraints 
[3]. The concept of valid time was used to find out the time 
interval during which a transaction is active. Time interval 
expansion and mergence was performed which gives 
importance to the time at which a transaction had taken place, 
before the application of the graph mining algorithm [9] to 
identify the temporal association rules. For discovering 
association rules from temporal databases [10], the 
enumeration operation of the temporal relational algebra was 
used to prepare the data. The incremental association rule 
mining technique was applied to a series of datasets obtained 
over consecutive time intervals to observe the changes in 
association rules and their statistics over the time. Temporal 
issues of association rules was addressed with the 
corresponding algorithms, language and system [11][12] for 
discovering temporal association rules.  

    Further, to mine rules based on the priority assigned to the 
elements, weighted mining was proposed to reflect the varying 
importance of different items [13]. Each item was attached a 
weight, which was a number given by users. Weighted support 
and weighted confidence was then defined to determine 
interesting association rules.  

    In general, a fuzzy approach leads to results which are 
similar to human reasoning. A fuzzy approach involving the 
enhancement over AprioriTid algorithm was identified, which 
had the advantage of reduced computational time [14]. Also, in 
the mining of fuzzy weighted association rules [15], great 
importance had been given to the fuzzy mining concept. 
Positive and negative mining include an approach that 
identifies frequent itemsets and infrequent itemsets of interest 
using a pruning strategy [4].  
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    This paper proposes algorithms for an encoded temporal 
mining on the basis of conventional methods, prioritized 
mining, fuzzy mining, and positive and negative rule mining 
methods to identify association rules from an encoded temporal 
database  that consist of transactions with their corresponding 
valid time intervals. 
    
 3. Interval based encoding method 
 
    The most common approach to interval encoding of 
temporal databases is to use intervals as codes for one 
dimensional set of time instants. The choice of this 
representation is based on the following empirical observation: 
Sets of time instants describing the validity of a particular fact 
in the real world can be often described by an interval or a 
finite union of intervals. For simplicity, a discrete integer-like 
structure of time is assumed. However, dense time can also be 
accommodated by introducing open intervals.  

    Let Interval-based Domain be TI and let TP = (T, ) be a 
discrete linearly ordered point-based temporal domain. The set 
I(T) is defined as 

I(T) = {(a, b) : a  b, a  T {- ∞}, b T  { ∞}} 

where  is the order over TP extended with {(- ∞,a),  ( a,∞ ),    
(- ∞,∞): a T}. The elements of I(T) are denoted by [a,b] 
which is the usual notation for intervals. The four relations on 
the elements of I(T) denoted by [a,b] are defined as follows: 

([a, b]  -- [a', b'])   a a'   

([a, b]  +- [a', b'])   b a'   

([a, b]  -+ [a', b'])   a b'   

([a, b]  ++ [a', b'])  b b'   

for [a, b], [a', b']   I(T).  

The structure TI = (I(T), --,  +- , -+, ++) is the interval 
based temporal domain corresponding to TP. 

    A concrete (timestamp) temporal database is defined 
analogously to the abstract (timestamp) temporal database. The 
only difference is that the temporal attributes range over 
intervals (TI) rather than over the individual time instants (TP). 
Based on this concept of interval based encoding the temporal 
database is encoded using the valid time. 

4. Temporal Mining using conventional approaches 

4.1 Time based extension of Apriori 

    Temporal association rules can be viewed as a factor of 
derivative consideration time, when mining association rules. 
Recently, the Apriori algorithm is adapted to temporal 
association rules mining. Time-interval expansion, and 

mergence, is combined with the Apriori algorithm to 
association rules mining on datasets that have valid-time 
constraints. The key implementation is to add a valid-time 
attribute on association patterns. If a given tuple owns attribute 
A, the problem can be decomposed into two sub problems. (1) 
Check if the valid-time attribute of a given tuple matches 
another attributes. (2) Check whether the tuple that does not 
attach any valid-time attribute has attribute “A”. The logical 
linkage between two sub problems is that if the sub problem 
(1) holds, sub problem (2) must hold; otherwise; if sub problem 
(2) doesn’t sub problem (1) mustn’t hold. According to the first 
case, database can be scanned to solve these two sub problems 
simultaneously. Time complexity and space complexity of this 
case are almost the same as those of Apriori algorithm. 

    Let min_s and min_c represent minimum support threshold 
and minimum confidence threshold respectively. If and only if 
support  min_s, and confidence  min_c, during [ts, te], rule 
XY is a temporal association rule, which could be described 
as,  

XY (support, confidence, [ts, te]) 

    The support of the association rule X Y is the probability 
that X Y exists in a transaction in the database D. The 
confidence of the association rule   X Y is the probability 
that Y exists given that a transaction contains X , represented 
by eqn (1) as follows, 
 
 

Pr(Y/X) = Pr(XY)                                               (1) 
                            Pr(X) 
  
    The Apriori and AprioriTid algorithms generate the 
candidate itemsets to be counted in a pass by using only the 
itemsets found large in the previous pass, without considering 
the transactions in the database. The basic intuition is that any 
subset of a large itemset must be large. Therefore the candidate 
itemsets having k items can be generated by joining large 
itemsets having k-1 items, and deleting those that contain any 
subset that is not large. This procedure results in generation of 
a much smaller number of candidate itemsets. The AprioriTid 
algorithm has the additional property that the database is not 
used at all for counting the support of candidate itemsets after 
the first pass. Rather, an encoding of the candidate itemsets 
used in the previous pass is employed for this purpose. In later 
passes, the size of this encoding can become much smaller than 
the database, thus saving much reading effort. Based on the 
observations of Apriori and AprioriTid, a hybrid algorithm 
which is called as AprioriHybrid uses Apriori in the initial 
passes and switches to AprioriTid when the candidate itemset 
at the end of the pass will fit into the memory. 

4.2 Anti-Apriori for a temporal database 

    All Apriori-like algorithms for itemset mining start from 
finding frequent 1-itemset. In these algorithms, finding 
frequent itemset is done in bottom up manner. Different from 
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these algorithms, anti-Apriori discovers frequent itemsets in up 
to down style. It means that the large frequent itemsets are 
found at first and then all of their subsets (that are certainly 
frequent) are extracted. In this technique, it is supposed that 
any frequent itemset must occur at least one time in the 
transactions lonely (without any other items that are not 
members of that itemset). 

5. Weighted Temporal Mining 

    The temporal database consists of items which are 
prioritized by assigning weights. These weights are given 
according to the importance of the item from the user’s 
perspective. Given a set of items I = {i1, i2, … , in}, a weight wj 
for each item ij, with 0  wj  1 is assigned where j = {1, 2, … , 
n}, to show the importance of the item. The weighted support 
for the weighted association rules can be defined by eqn (2) as 

(    ∑   Wj   )  X (Support (XUY))                                        (2)  
   i j   (XUY)  

 

The confidence is given by eqn (3) as follows 
 
Confidence = Weighted Support(XY)                               (3) 
                         Weighted Support(X) 
 
    A support threshold and a confidence threshold will be 
assigned to measure the strength of the association rules. 

    Given a database with T transactions belonging to a 
specified duration [ts, te ], the bounded support (BS) of a large 
k-itemset X is defined to be the transaction number containing 
X within the specified valid time, and it must satisfy eqn(4) 
given by: 
 
        BS(X)  T x wminsp                                                     (4) 

                         Wi 
                       iX 

 

where Wi is the summation of the weights of all the items in 
large k-itemset X in a specific duration [ts, te] and wminsp is 
the weighted minimum support. The bounded support value 
according to equ(4) is calculated for each large k-itemset so 
that the itemset which are not necessary for further calculations 
can be avoided. The bounded support calculations are done so 
that the necessary pruning may be performed and time may be 
saved.  
 
6. Fuzzy Mining for an encoded temporal database 
 
    Fuzzy set theory is being used more and more frequently in 
intelligent systems because of its simplicity and similarity to 
human reasoning. Therefore to use fuzzy sets in data mining, a 
mining approach that integrates fuzzy set concepts with the 
AprioriTid mining algorithm has been identified. It finds 
interesting itemsets and fuzzy association rules in transaction 
data with quantitative values. The role of fuzzy sets helps 

transform quantitative values into linguistic terms, which 
reduces possible itemsets in the mining process. They are used 
in the AprioriTid data mining algorithm to discover useful 
association rules from quantitative values.  
 
    The fuzzy mining algorithm first transforms each 
quantitative value into a fuzzy set with linguistic terms using 
membership functions. The algorithm then calculates the scalar 
cardinality of each linguistic term on all transaction data using 
the temporary set. Each attribute uses only the linguistic term 
with the maximum cardinality in later mining processes, which 
keeps the number of items the same as that of the original 
attributes. The mining process based on fuzzy counts is then 
performed to find fuzzy association rules. The fuzzy mining 
approach involving AprioriTid has the following important 
points 

 The fuzzy AprioriTid algorithm is applied on an 
encoded temporal database 

 The temporal database has weighted items 
 The weighted minimum support is used to calculate 

the support.  
 
    The use of triangular membership function in fuzzy mining 
is shown in fig1 as follows: 
 

 
Fig.1. Triangular membership function. 

 
Thus fuzzy mining leads to identifying association rules in 
terms of linguistic terms rather than quantitative values. 
 
7. Positive and negative temporal rule mining 
 
    This is another approach for the generation of itemsets in the 
case of a temporal database which is more efficient than the 
Apriori. In this approach frequent itemsets and infrequent 
itemsets of interest are identified using a pruning strategy.  
    By definition, an association rule is an implication of the 
form A  B, where A, B are frequent itemsets in a transaction 
database and A  B. A frequent itemset is an itemset that 
meets the user-specified minimum support. An infrequent 
itemset is an itemset that does not meet the user specified 
minimum support. The negation of an itemset A is indicated by 
A. The support of A is supp(A) 1 supp(A). In the 
pruning strategy, a rule is not interesting if its antecedent and 
consequent are approximately independent. An interestingness 
function interest(X,Y)  |supp(XY) supp(X)supp(Y)| and a 
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threshold mi is defined. Integrating the interest(X, Y) 
mechanism, I is a frequent itemset of potential interest if: 
 
fipi (I)  supp(I) msX,Y : XY  I fipis (X,Y)       (5)  
 
                                                                                           
where 
 
 fipis (X,Y)  X   Y   f(X,Y,ms,mc,mi)1                    (6) 
 
f(X,Y,ms,mc,mi)   
supp(XY)conf(XY)interest(X,Y)(msmcmi)1      
|supp(XY) ms|+|conf(XY) mc|+ |interest(X,Y)  
                                                                                      mi|+1                                                              
 
where f() is a constraint function concerning the support, 
confidence, and interestingness of XY. Similarly, J is an 
infrequent itemset of potential interest if: 
 
iipis(J)  supp(J)  ms X,Y : XY  Jiipis(X,Y)  
                                                                                          (7) 
 
where  
 
iipis(X,Y)  X ∩Y  g(X, Y,ms,mc,mi) 2                (8) 
 
g(X, Y,ms,mc,mi)  f(X, Y,ms,mc,mi) 
                               supp(X) +supp(Y) 2ms+1            
                                  |supp(X) ms|+|supp(Y)ms|+1 
 
where g() is a constraint function concerning f( ) and the 
support, confidence, and interestingness of XY. Infrequent 
itemsets of potential interest for rules of the forms of X Y 
and  X Y can also be defined. Then search for frequent, 
infrequent itemsets and positive and negative association rule 
mining are done. 
 
8. Performance Evaluation 
 
    Encoding a temporal database based on the time interval or 
valid time has been found to be more effective and reduced the 
memory requirements. This is depicted by fig2 given below 
 

 
 
Fig.2. Effect of encoding on memory requirements 
 

    The performance comparison of the Apriori family of 
algorithms is as shown by fig3 below. The Anti-Apriori 
algorithm is found to have a better performance than the others 
 

 
                    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig.3. Performance of Apriori family and Anti- 
Apriori algorithms 

 
    The performance chart given below by fig4 shows that the 
weighted temporal mining is more effective than the 
conventional approaches 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig.4. Performance chart for Apriori and Weighted 
temporal mining 

 
    The fuzzy mining approach produced temporal rules using 
linguistic terms which are found to be similar to human 
reasoning. The performance of fuzzy mining is compared with 
that of Apriori in fig5 as follows: 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

         Fig.5. Performance comparison of fuzzy and Apriori 
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    Positive and negative rule mining produced rules giving 
importance to both frequent and infrequent itemsets so that 
none of the important rules which are practically possible are 
omitted. Positive and negative rule mining employs a pruning 
strategy whereas the conventional approach does not. The 
performance of both these approaches is compared in fig6 as 
follows: 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig.6. Performance comparison of PS(Pruning 
Strategy) and Apriori 

 
9. Conclusion and future enhancements 
 
    This paper gave an overview of the various techniques that 
may be applied on an encoded temporal database. Each of the 
algorithms of the Apriori family had a different impact and 
produced effective results. The effect of Apriori and anti-
Apriori algorithms on a temporal data base which has been 
encoded by an encoding method has more openings to provide 
advantageous results in terms of lower complexities of time 
and space. Weighted temporal mining which prioritizes the 
items had a better performance than the conventional 
approaches. Fuzzy mining had the advantage of producing 
rules in a more understandable manner. Applying the algorithm 
with pruning strategy to identify all itemsets of interest both 
frequent and infrequent has better efficiency than the Apriori-
like algorithm which does the same with no pruning strategy.  
 
    Future developments may involve overcoming the problems 
involved in deciding what the threshold values of support and 
confidence should be. This problem may be overcome by using 
adjusted difference analysis to identify interesting associations 
among attributes, which does not require any user supplied 
thresholds. Also weights could be assigned automatically to 
prioritize the items so that human intervention can be 
minimized and starvation could be avoided. 
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